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							The healing effect of touch has beneficial effects for the whole body and psyche.
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							In order to bring body and mind into balance, blockages are removed and self-healing powers stimulated.
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							Active and passive forms of treatment create new perspectives and improve the quality of life at any age.
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			A skilled team dedicated to your health


Find your physical well-being and increase your quality of life – we are here to help you.


In our practice we offer therapeutic massage, physiotherapy and osteopathy, working according to a holistic therapy concept. We treat your problems not just in terms of symptoms, but through an individually tailored form of therapy developed by us.


The Vedani physiotherapy method was created by Josef Vedani 70 years ago. In the last 20 years his son Benjamin Vedani has successfully developed this form of therapy. Today we can offer you our services in our practice in Bozen in South Tyrol. We look forward to welcoming you!

		

		
        

        		    


    




















    
				
			Our therapeutic treatments


Our aim to ensure that, through our therapeutic treatments and massages, patients leave our practice free of pain and in the shortest possible time. Our expertise, acquired over many years, our extensive knowledge base and our caring hands all allow us to feel the source of the trouble and solve numerous problems, such as muscle pain, joint and back complaints. We apply a holistic therapy concept that our patients consciously perceive as being one with the entire body.
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				Electrotherapy and ultrasound therapy
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				Orthopaedics and traumatology
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				EMS Training 

			

			

		

			



	


		



























    
				
			Our team


Our team consists of three qualified therapists and a practice assistant, who are constantly investing in internal and external training courses, treating you to the best of their knowledge and belief and helping to alleviate your complaints and thus achieve our agreed goals.
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                        Benjamin Vedani

                        Physiotherapist, massage therapist and owner

                        
                            The essence of my work is the Vedani method, whose content is the healing of physical pain of all kinds, with the psyche also involved as it often is the source of all ills. My hands are my most important tools, because I can use them to pass on warmth and comfort.
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                        Baiba Pare

                        Massage therapist

                        
                            Massage is a heart-based and caregiving profession. This is how i feel my work. In massage therapy are merged together an art and a science, in the same time practice to recover the body and the mind. Through it, it's possible to fight against diseases by supporting the healing effects on the autonomic systems in the body. I'm happy to see my patients smiling, calm, pain-free and relaxed after therapy.
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                        Dr. Arcangelo Russo

                        Orthopedic doctor

                        
                            Specialist in orthopaedics and traumatology at the Humanitas Castelli clinic in Bergamo, Dr. Russo is one of the first experts in the injection of Lipogems into the joints, a new technique arrived in the world of orthopaedics: to learn more...
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                        Renate Costner

                        

                        
                            Happiness is not found by seeking it, but by allowing it to find you


                                                        
                        


                    

                

            

        

			




	


		

















	




	
        
            
                Benjamin Vedani


Dr. Streitergasse 20 

I-39100 Bozen

T. +39 0471 976 768

F. +39 0471 312 434

info@vedani.com
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                Information


Office hours:

Monday-Tuesday-ednesday from 8.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m.


Wednesday-Thursday-Friday from 8.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m.


Request

Directions
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